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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report focuses on analyzing how web and social media marketing communication affect the

consumer behavior process.

At present many people choose to be a part of forward moving high-tech society and willing to

accept any changes necessary in order to uplift there status of living. Whether or not correctly

perceived web and social media communication is also being accepted world wide, but still some

firms do hesitate in making such investment.

This exercisefocus on analyzing the perception of customers’ and marketers’ and looking forward on

proposing possible changes that could be taken place to proper implementation of online marketing

communication.
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INTRODUCTION

Being a developing country with a community of high literacy rate, Sri Lanka leads the rest. However it

should be noted that computer/ technology literacy of Sri Lanka still remains at lower rates where such

knowledge is more concentrated in cities and towns.

Beside those facts, Cyber community is one of the critical areas that a business should have a better

understanding about. Many marketers believe that web and social media marketing is the frontier of the next

gold-rush in business and marketing.

TASK 01

1.1 What is web and social media marketing, its good and bad side?

(The marketers’ point of view)

In 21st century, where technology has become backbone of the society it is inevitable to separate cyber space

from the general public. Web and social media marketing is the core of it where greater attention has been

drawn towards it.

Whether we believe or not, present generation spend much time online for searching information. With

evolving technology, cyber space has become so unpredictable and there is a greater tendency towards

younger generation spending much time online. (Ellwood 2002)Anyone with internet access can easily get

into it. Online communities can be very diverse and expose someone to many new viewpoints, ideas, and

opinions. Thus it has become an information super-highway which easily creates awareness within few hours.

As a channel of marketing communication, Web and social media has create democratization of media. It has

brought transparency in government and other organizational activities. Also it has enhanced creativity,

promoted relationships, conversations, connectivity, community and sharing among public, and even has

facilitated re-mixing of cultures. These positive outcomes of online marketing are being perceived by

customers as a positive signal of a global market place. (Brassington, Pettitt, 2000)

However there is a negative side of this as well. As it is easy and free to join there is lack of controllability in

such online community. The communication is two way and time intensive, so that there should be separate

staff to monitor online marketing efforts of the firm. These time and effort costs mean that it is not at all free.

Also there should be a better feedback control for it, otherwise if not managed properly it could be disastrous

for the firm.

Information Systems Audit and Control Association – the IT governance group, released a report in June

2010 ranking viruses and malware, brand hijacking, lack of control over corporate content, unrealistic
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customer expectations and non-compliance with record management regulations as the top five risks of social

media.

The focus of marketing communication is to create long lasting relationships with the customers. But with

social media it is challenged to some extent as it is more suitable towards developing short term promotional

campaigns.

It can be also challenged that social media and web facilitates to attract current brand users. Thus it will help

to manage a loyal customer portfolio for a brand and to promote repeat purchasing. But the focus of

marketing communication should be beyond that it must carry out extra efforts to attain new businesses,

which is lost-focus in current web marketing exercises.

Also it is being perceived as an intrusive medium where people lack the feeling of security and privacy in

such sites. The over-loaded information, unreliable sources of information sometimes complicates the mind-

set of consumers.

1.2 Why not suitable as a marketing media for all industries orcertain products?

Knowing the plus and negative side of web and social media marketing, it allows us now to have a clear view

point why online marketing is not suitable for all industries, especially to promote some products.

A product in its broad definition refers to any deliverable that satisfies/ fits-for-the-purpose of consumer

needs. Thus it may not necessary to be in the physical state. It can be either be a service, an idea or an event

which naturally in its form find it difficult to be delivered over the online marketing efforts.

But still web can be used to deliver the message of such product not the exact product experience. Today

everything is sold over the internet, whether it is suitable or not is a matter of doubt. However still there are

some barriers found in promoting certain products and industries.

In an era where ethics are of high concern, using online marketing as a media of promotion may be in doubt

for certain products. Though it is said that web create access to a global market, there are still variations

among different customers. (Ellwood 2002)Ethnic diversity is one such matter. For an example if Pizza Hut

a truly international franchise promotes a beef-pepperoni pizza promotion campaign via social media, this

message will be interpreted by certain ethnic groups as harm for their religious believes and may create

criticisms and a negative impact on brand popularity.

Another matter of concern is that promoting sex, drugs, alcoholsetc via online marketing media. Social media

is a common place where people from all age groups (less age restrictions) meet up. So when doing

promotions for such activities may mislead the younger generation as the access is less inseparable from such

groups.
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Also professional serviceslike physicians’ consultancy cannot be communicated via internet as it challenges

the code of conduct of professionalism in when doing so.

Whichever novel mechanisms play on the business arena there is a belief that people do not like to

give up or replace its common practices of behavior such as window shopping, bargaining, and

having a family shopping experience. So in such instances online marketing communication will be

of less value to the general public.

Though marketing via web and social media is accepted by many, there is a group that is not willing

to accept such information due to its lack of credibility. For example if a notice of sale of a computer

at a unbelievably low price due to some odd reason is advertised naturally that is not valued by the

society and thus will be of no notice later.(Brassington, Pettitt, 2000) No one will be willing to

accept the offer until he getting to know the exact information more reliably sometimes may be after

physically contacting the person or by on place inspections.

Sri Lanka being a country of developing stage, the equal spread of facilities, knowledge, income

etcis not available through out the country. Through online communication one will be able to have

access to a global market where no limits are enforced over transacting. This will act as agent that

eradicates inequality, hence be a reason for improving living standard of people. However, still the

country is not in a state to facilitate these valuable strategies to be implemented perfectly.



TASK 02

2.1 Credibility of information – The customers’ point of view

Social media sites such as twitter, facebooketc, video repositories such as YouTube, blogs and social

bookmarking sites provide the opportunity for anyone to post information for no cash investment. Thus

updating of those profiles are an ongoing process. Within seconds the image of a firm can be destroyed if it

has no proper procedure for maintaining the profiles. So information collected now may be invalid in few

more hours, where customers find the credibility of such information is challenged by the fierce competition

caused in the global market environment.

Information overloading and social network overloading is another issue that consumers face. Lots of

information available on a single item will create hesitation in the minds of the readers. They find it difficult

to choose the reliable source among it. As a result of lack of good filters people may find it difficult to reach

the best content, thus lots of great content gets overlooked.(Ellwood 2002) Also anonymity can cause

divergence and disgust when relying on obtaining information for the consumer decision making process.

Sometimes writers have problems in delivering content consistently. The different uses in languages may

abolish the clarity of translated information. So credibility factor get reduced in such instances as well.

Present consumers are not rejecting the social media communication, but instead they are hesitating over the

acceptance of such due to the complex nature of it. They are afraid that they will make mistakes or either be

cheated by somebody when transacting over the web and social media.

2.2 Changing the perception of customers

Yes, it is not an easy task to change the perception of customers and it cannot be changed through one man’s

effort. However a firm can take actions to avoid customer complications via changes of simple acts of them.

One such simple action is that to provide direct links to their official web pages, social networking profiles in

public. (Brassington, Pettitt, 2000)This will avoid discomforts that can occur due to information over-

loading and will provide the direct path to the consumer decision making process.

Also the firms can get IT security certificates offered by third parties to build up confidence levels of readers

about the credibility of the sources of information that they are referring to. Once the customer believes on

your information, it will pave a basic building block of trust for a last-long relationship. Also such system

certificates will provide a comprehensive guideline to the staff of the organization regarding internal and

external communication methods.
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A firm can allocate a separate staff to handle web and social media communication so that vulnerability to

risks of social media is reduced and the perception of business will rise as a result of prompt updates of

information.

Other than just updating each and every piece of information, make it a source of branded content so that

customers will not consider the site as a spam. Through providing testimonials, and a policy of managing

customer data collected will also be a plus point on credibility.

Also the fierce to accept the technology is also one such matter that has to be addressed with care. Proper

training or information on such easy procedures should be given to the general public in order to eliminate the

negative face created of web marketing.
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TASK 03

3.1 “Social media” as a new concept of communication

As we discussed under 1st section, moving forward of society with technology has become certain where

businesses have to adopt those changes accordingly.

As members of the modern technological era, businesses cannot step forward without adjusting its strategies

according to the market trends. (Ellwood 2002)

Mr. Jayathunga should make his corporate customers believe that it is a must to use online marketing as a new

tool of communication which is of immense value to a modern business organization.

Not only concerning it as a communication tool, but as a multi-purpose business establishment which caters

as a showcase of organization, a  shopping center, a customer care center, and a consumer blog  that outright

the negative perceptions.

Other than being a no cost investment, it bundles up a bulk of benefits for the firm discussed earlier and

meantime it spies on prevailing market competition. So if properly managed it is actually a gold-mine for a

business and will even facilitate the firm to be a click- and- motor store.

Irrespective of the certain differences exist among the general public, they use sites such as facebook highly

to get informed about modern updates. It has now become a trend that people stay much time online via there

mobile phones and use it as a common medium of communication. Though it was introduced as a social

networking site now-a-days-it is being used as a B2B, C2C, and B2C communication network. So such trends

should be understood by the social marketing agencies to promote better communication process amond the

public. (Brassington, Pettitt, 2000)

Some may argue that Sri Lanka as a developing country will not give the harvest of this investment at once,

but of course it can be viewed as a better opportunity for future growth of a firm that is creating through such

implementation of a proper social media marketing concept.

3.2 How to handle the transition?

Obviously to explain the benefit of social media, the best method is to convince through practice.Adapting to

technology and being nimble is also important because when dealing with technology being updated is really

important to any firm.

Other than that Mr. Anderson can develop a proper mechanism, a comprehensive guideline or a profile of

online marketing procedures to eradicate the prevailing negative perception on social media marketing in the

mind-sets of corporate customers.
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He can provide practical examples from success stories of social media marketing and do presentations,

media clips of modern philosophies on successful business processes. He can find out on research papers that

restates his view point as proofs.

Also he can increase transparency of his work with the firm where as trust will be build and processes will be

easily understood by any person and to avoid any unwanted complications.

Make his agency mobile so that consultancy is available at any given point in time without any problems.
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